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Sunrise Over

Ireland's

Ancient East
"Wait for the sun on a winter's day

And a beam of light shines across the floor
Mysterious ring, a Magical Ring

But forgotten is the race that no-one knows"
 

- Clannad

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samhain


A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor, 

It is with enormous pleasure that I introduce to you the theme of
Ireland’s Ancient East and the Land of 5000 Dawns, which incorporates
counties Cavan, Longford, Louth, Meath, Monaghan and Westmeath. 

This particular stretch along the north-east of Ireland is home to stories
as old as time itself and offers fascinating insights into the Ireland of
5000 years ago – where the line between history and myth is
enigmatically faint. It is said to be the home of the great giant Fionn
MacCumhail, the final resting place of the very first of Ireland’s High
Kings, and the battlefield of Queen Medbh of Connacht as she waged a
war of epic proportions upon Ulster. 

However, it is County Meath that holds our attentions this month, with a
landscape that has been millennia in the making, and still bears signs of
our ancestors from as far back as 9500 BC. The River Boyne is a
definitive feature of this corner of the Emerald Isle, having provided
sustenance and shelter for the thousands of generations who have made
their homes on its banks over time – each leaving their own indelible
mark upon the terrain. 

 



Perhaps the most striking of these are the Neolithic monuments which still

stand as they did 5000 years ago in what is now known as Brú na Bóinne,

simultaneously sharing Ireland’s ancient history with the modern world, and

keeping its secrets locked within those cavernous stone walls. 

These ancient structures were assimilated with the ever-changing cultures of

Ireland as it progressed over the years, playing a part in the Iron age, Celtic

paganism, and Irish mythology. Even today we look upon these monuments

with an air of reverence and captivation, as they inspire our imagination to

travel back through the ages of Ireland. 

However, stonework isn’t the only handiwork to spring forth from the

creatively fertile lands of Meath, and the mythical surroundings have

moulded themselves into a muse for a plethora of Irish artists. 

A Message From Mary

Each of the items in your Irish at Heart

box this month has come to fruition in

this jewel of the Ancient East, pulling its

roots from Meath’s rich history of

legend and craftmanship. From ageless

art that has been etched on the walls of

ancient caves, to the plentiful produce

that grows and thrives upon the

modern land – I hope that this month’s

offering helps to transport you upon a

thrilling journey through the Land of

5000 Dawns. 

Ó Mary le grá,



Recipe of The Month

 

Lamb Wellington with Wild Garlic

To truly capture the flavours of Ireland Ancient East you really have to be there to

experience the fresh produce for yourself – but there are plenty of scrumptious

dishes that you can knock up from home while you wait! 

Now that we begin our journey into the darker and colder months of the year, I can

feel myself starting to crave comfort from mealtimes – those toasty treats that set

the scene for a cosy autumn atmosphere, and warm you from your heart to your

belly.

Most of us are probably more familiar with the concept of Beef Wellington than

lamb, but acclaimed Chef Catherine Fulvio’s slight twist on a classic brings a

whole new depth of flavour to the dish – especially if you manage to get your

hands on some succulent Irish ingredients! The tender meat is beautifully

packaged up in the soft and buttery puff pastry, with plenty of flavours to savour

in-between. While not too difficult to pull together, it produces a pretty impressive

platter to place on the dinner table – perfect for when you are entertaining guests!

 

Catherine is actually the star of the Flavours of Ireland’s Ancient East video series,

where she journeys around this stunning part of the country sourcing the very best

produce for her recipes, and uncovering the lands people, characters and stories

as she goes. She produces a slightly modified version of her Lamb Wellington as

part of the series, featuring fresh Irish bacon, so you can even try both and decide

for yourself which truly embodies the Flavour of Ireland’s Ancient East. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U43jQhVgrJg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U43jQhVgrJg


Recipe of The Month

Lamb Wellington 
Serves 4 

Ingredients 

Ingredients

3 tbsp olive oil

4 x 120g lamb fillets 

(ask your butcher to trim them for you)

Good pinch of paprika

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

3 shallots, finely sliced

1 garlic clove, finely sliced

250g fresh seasonal mixed mushrooms, sliced

2 tbsp Madeira

50ml white wine mixed with 1 tsp cornflour

75g pork or duck-liver pâté

16 young wild garlic leaves

300g all-butter puff pastry

Egg wash, to glaze

 
 

 

 

 

  Method
 
Method

1.Heat the oil in a large frying pan over a high heat and sear two pieces of lamb at a

time until golden brown all round. Season with paprika, salt and freshly ground

black pepper before leaving to cool.

 

2.Add the shallots and garlic to the frying pan and sauté for 3 to 4 minutes, before

adding the mushrooms and cooking for a further 4-5 minutes. 

 

3.Deglaze the pan with the Madeira, then add the white wine and cornflour mix and

cook until the mixture has thickened, then add the pâté and salt and pepper to taste

and allow to cool.

 

 

 



Recipe of The Month
 

 

4. Preheat the oven to 210°C/fan 190°C/gas 7 and line a baking tray with parchment

paper. Wrap 4 wild garlic leaves around each lamb fillet. 

 

5. Roll out the puff pastry to 0.5 cm thick and cut into 4 equal rectangles, each of

sufficient size to wrap around a lamb fillet. 

 

6. Spread a layer of the cold mushroom mix over each rectangle of pastry, leaving a

3cm edge free all the way around. Place a fillet in the middle of each and wrap the

puff pastry around it.

 

7. Brush the edges of the pastry with egg wash and seal well before placing the

wrapped fillets, unsealed side up, on the lined baking tray. 

 

8. Make a small slit in the pastry for the steam to escape during the baking process,

then score the puff pastry on top.

 

9. Brush with egg wash, making sure that only the tops and sides are coated and

that the parchment paper is free of egg wash. Bake for about 17 to 20 minutes until

the pastry is golden.

 

10. Leave to rest for 4 minutes before cutting so that the juices in the meat can

settle. Serve sliced on a platter accompanied by seasonal veggies and your

favourite form of potatoes. 

 



Poem of The Month 

 
Richard Murphy was born in 1927 on the border between counties Mayo and

Galway, into an Anglo-Irish family. Much of his lifework was dedicated between

uniting the two lineages of his heritage, both within himself – and in the country

of his birth. 

The forty-seventh of fifty sonnets contained within his work “The Price of Stone”,

is “Newgrange”, which of course holds particular significance to our Irish at Heart

theme this month. If you are unfamiliar with this stunning stone-age structure of

Ireland’s Ancient East, then I would recommend popping over to the “Old Story”

chapter of the gazette – so as to acquaint yourself with the more nuanced

references that crop up in this beautiful piece of poetry. 

Murphy’s use of the sonnet form lends itself to the concept of stonework, with

four completely separate stanzas coming together to build a bigger structure –

simply bricks when they are alone, but a shelter when they are combined. 

The poem personifies the Irish prehistoric tomb passageway; a monument of

pagan Ireland that initially lies derelicts and forgotten in this modern world. The

sombre tone of the words pivots upon the “ray of wintry hope”, which shines

light on the ancient tombs of yore – bringing it to life once more. 

 

 

The line “Waiting for dawn inside my skull to streak”

almost appears violent at first glance, until we

remember the roof box of Newgrange which, on the

exact moment that the dawn of the winter solstice

hits it, allows the rising sun to infiltrate the stone

chambers of the tomb below – as death and rebirth

mingle as one. It is a poem of contrasts living in

circular harmony; life and death, dark and light,

morning and evening, all culminating in a

regenerative light that shines out from the darkest

days of winter – promising longer days ahead. 

Murphy pulls in connotations to make the light of

the winter solstice reflect the conception of a life,

which will grow to live and breathe over the

months to come, only to return to the dying days of

winter, where once again it will be reborn under the

rising sun of the winter solstice.  

Picture Credit - Irishtimes.com



Poem of The Month 

Newgrange 

Brought to a brumal standstill, here I lie

 Obliquely floored, mouth curbed by stones that speak

 In pick-dressed spirals, egghead sucked bone dry,

 Waiting for dawn inside my skull to streak.

 Sungod and riverbride died in my bed

 To live as bead and elkshorn under earth.

 One cairn eye stayed open to feed the dead

 A ray of wintry hope, fixed on rebirth.

 Up a dark passage, brightening from far back,

 A sunbeam seeks my carved leakproof abode.

 As pollen dust ignites my pebble stack

 The tomb I’ve made becomes a vivid road.

 Once a year it may strike me, a pure gift

 Making light work, a mound of greywacke lift.

Richard Murphy 
(1927-2018)

Picture Credit - Office of Public Works

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwTX-iJaTMnRptuTzcvbjDA


Seanfhocail

Ireland's Ancient East has been shaping our culture for over 5,000 years, and whilst

we might not be able to easily relate to our prehistoric ancestors, we have

indubitliy learned from them. 

These phrase below aren't quite as old as the weathered stones of Newgrange, but

are established to be handed down through the generationsin Irish tongue. Apart

from of course the quote from Irish writer Máirtín Ó Cadhain, but his proximity to

our theme of the Ancient East and the Land of the 5000 Dawns has earned him an

honorary spot in this month's seanfhocail. 

Tá sé chomh héasca slaghdán a tholg i gcaisleán rí ná i mbothán aoire
 It's as easy to catch a cold in a King's castle as in a shepherd's hut
Taw shay koh hays-kah sly-dawn ah hulg ih gash-lawn ree naw ih muh-hawn eer-ah

Tá aois na Caillí Béara agam, aois Bhrú na Bóinne, aois na heilite móire.
I’m as ancient as the Hag of Beare, as old as the Valley of the Boyne, as timeless as the
hornless doe. (Máirtín Ó Cadhain)
Tá eesh nah Ky-lee Bayr-ah og-um, eesh Vroo nah Boyn-ya, eesh nah hell-it-ah moy-rah

Bíonn sé níos dorcha roimh breacadh an lae
It’s always darkest before the dawn  
Been shay nees durk-ah rihv brack-ah awn lay

Is maith an scéalaí an aimsir.
Time is a good storyteller.
Iss maw awn shkay-lee awn aym-shur

Ag déanamh a anama
Making his soul (repenting, getting ready for the next life)
Eg dayn-uv ah an-um-a

Ní huasal ná íseal, ach thuas seal is thíos seal.
Neither noble nor lowly, but up for a while and down for a while. 
Nee hoo-sul naw ee-shul, ock hoos shal iss hess shal

Tá onóir ag an aois agus uaisle ag an óige
Age is honorable and youth is noble
Taw on-ur eg awn eesh og-is eg awn o-gya



Irish is taught to all schoolchildren
across Ireland, from junior infants all
the way up to 6th year - that's 14
years!  So you would think that most
Irish people would be fluent
speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my school years in
Gaelscoileanna (school taught exclusively through Irish). Now, after
spending all these years only speaking Irish in school, I have a deep
appreciation and love for the language that I'm unsure I would've had
otherwise. I am grateful to have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my knowledge with all of you! 

Ireland's ancient east, a land filled with gorgeous greenery and
magnificent ruins. A land in which magic seems to be oozing from the
intricate architecture. The crumbling, yet beautiful, remains of this
ancient culture are still seen today, woven into the otherwise modern
landscape.

This month's challenge;
Tell a friend some interesting facts about Ireland's ancient east

 as Gaeilge
 

A Little About Me

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Some useful phrases for your next trip!

I would like to vist ___
Ba mhaith liom cuairt a thabhairt ar ___
Bah waw lum koort ah hoort air

Have you ever visited ___?
Ar riamh thug tú cuairt ar ___?
Air reev hug too koort air

Did you know that 'Braveheart' was filmed in Trim Castle?
An raibh a fhios agat gur scannánaíodh  'Braveheart' i gCaisleán Bhaile
Átha Troim?
Awn row (like in vow) ah iss a-gut gur skawn-nawn-nee 'Braveheart' ih
gash-lawn vaw-lah trum

Did you know that the salmon of knowledge was caught on the River
Boyne?
An raibh a fhios agat gur gabhadh an bradán feasa ar abhainn na
Bhóinne?
Awn row ah iss a-gut gur gur gow-ah awn bra-dawn fass-ah air awn nah
vow-na 

Did you know that Oliver Plunkett's head is in Drogheda?
An raibh a fhios agat go bhfuil ceann Oliver Plunkett i nDroichead Átha?
Awn row ah iss a-gut guh will kyown Oliver Plunkett ih nrih-hid aw-ha

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Did you know that concerts are held in Slane Castle?
An raibh a fhios agat go bhfuil ceolcormtha curtha ar siúil i gCaisleán
Bháile Shláine?
Awn row a iss a-gut guh will kyole-kur-mah kur-ha air shool ih gash-
lawn vawl-ya hlawn-ha

Did you know that the Tara brooch was found on Bettystown beach?
An raibh a fhios agat go bhfuarthas dealg na Teamhrach ar thrá Bhaile an
Bhiataigh?
Awn row a iss a-gut guh voor-hiss jalg nah tav-rick air hraw vawl-ya awn
veet-ig

 

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make
your own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Breacadh an lae = Dawn (Brack-ah awn lay)
Éiri na gréine = Sunrise (Eye-ree nah gray-nah)
Ársa = Ancient (Awr-sah)
Abhainn = River (Ow-n)
Séadchomhartha = Monument (Shayd-coor-ha)
Caisléan = Castle (Cash-lawn)
Contae na Mí = County Meath (Kun-day nah mee)
Brú na Bóinne = Palace/Valley of the Boyne (Broo nah bown-nah)
Bradáin feasa = Salmon of knowledge (Brah-dawn fass-ah)



We hope you've enjoyed this preview of the Irish at Heart Gazette.
You can get a full copy with over 16 pages of content when you sign

up for an Irish at Heart subscription, where you can get a box of
Ireland delivered to your door for as low as $44!

 
Join today at

JOIN IRISH AT HEART!

A Box of Irish Treasures Every Month

DIRECTLY FROM THE EMERALD ISLE

irshatheart @irish_atheart @irish_atheart

irish-at-heart.com



Seanscéal: An Old Story

 
I’ve been so excited about our theme of “The Ancient East” for quite some time

now, as it allows us to delve into the fascinating history and mystery of Brú na

Bóinne, or “Valley of the Boyne” - a significant feature of “The Land of 5000

Dawns”. 

 

Nestled into a bend in the River Boyne, this area of around 780 hectares

contains some of Europe’s most significant insights into the lives and minds of

prehistoric humanity. Declared as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1993, Brú na

Bóinne is the resting place of almost 100 ancient monuments, including burial

chambers, striking henges and various examples of settlements which date

back more than 5000 years. 

 

Amongst these, are three enclosed passage graves which stand out from the

rest, on account of both their larger dimensions and the richness of the artwork

that has been engrained into the stone so many centuries ago. To avoid

spreading myself too thin on this fascinating topic, I will detail each of these

three “tombs” as they are known (although in reality their original use is hard to

decipher) to give you an idea of the magic enclosed in this very special corner

of Co. Meath. 

. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Journey Through Brú na Bóinne



Seanscéal: An Old Story 
 

    Newgrange
 

Before the Pyramids of Ancient Egypt, and the inexplicable beginnings of

Stonehenge there stood the structures of Newgrange in Co. Meath, a prehistoric

monument which continues to amaze historians and tourists alike, both with its

longevity and sophistication. 

 

The grand passage tomb dates back to 3200 BC and is created with approximately

200,000 tonnes of rock, carved to create a long and intricately engraved

passageway with adjoining chambers – which are thought to be the final resting

chambers of important persons of the age. 

 

Irish mythology will tell us that Newgrange was a known dwelling place of the

ancient faerie race – the  Tuatha Dé Danann, and formed a portal into the mysterious

“otherworld”. Many of the tales that unfold in this area have allusions to spells that

were cast to make time stand still, which is thought to relate to the winter solstice –

known as “grianstaid” in Irish, which roughly translates to “sun-standstill”. Experts

believe that the legends that circle the Brú na Bóinne are the only ones in Irish

mythology to focus on the control of time – which hints at the powers that were

thought to be held in these ancient stones. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Of course, as we already discovered in our An Ghealach gazette, the ancient artwork

that permeates the walls of Ireland’s prehistoric structures actually contains evidence

of advanced knowledge of cosmic movements. In Knowth (which we shall return to

shortly) we found the oldest moon map in existence, and the passage tomb of

Newgrange shows incredible knowledge of the sun’s annual voyage through our

skies. 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

There is a special roofbox, which allows light to pour into the inner chamber, and

upon the occasion of the Winter solstice (as it would have occurred 5,000 years

ago) the rising sun strikes this point exactly – allowing its rays to flood the interior of

the tomb for a prolonged period of time, throwing the intricate carvings of its walls

into sharp relief. It is thought that this was designed for a religious ritual that

welcomed the lengthening of the days to come, and it is one of the most advanced

and precise solar alignments of its time. 

Amongst the features that are etched across the stones of Newgrange, the image of

the triskele is particularly striking. It stretches across three meters of the tomb’s

entrance stone and is perhaps one of the most instantly recognisable examples of

megalithic art in, not just Ireland, but all of Europe. It is impossible to deduce

exactly what is meant by prominent inclusion of this pagan Celtic symbol, but as

we have learned previously – the number three holds a significant power in many

religions; both ancient and (relatively) modern. It has been speculated that the

interlocking spirals in this instance could signify a variety of illustrious triads coming

together as one – such as earth water and sky; or even the physical, spiritual and

celestial worlds. 



Seanscéal: An Old Story
    Dowth

 

We could of course spend all day at Newgrange which is the central and perhaps

most iconic feature of Brú na Bóinne, but there’s plenty more to uncover in this

fascinating prehistoric complex. 

 

We could of course spend all day at Newgrange which is the central and perhaps

most iconic feature of Brú na Bóinne, but there’s plenty more to uncover in this

fascinating prehistoric complex.

 

 

The passage tomb of Dowth shares a solar alignment with that of Newgrange,

and both are remarkably engineered to celebrate the winter solstice. However, in

this case it is the setting sun as opposed to the rising sun that lights up the

passageway and chambers within, demonstrating the astounding knowledge of

solar activity from the creators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is more difficult to date the passage tomb of Dowth, partly due to an extremely

unprofessional excavation in the 19th century, which permanently damaged the

historic mound with dynamite. However, most experts agree that its features and

alignments with other tombs of the Boyne Valley place its construction at roughly

the same time period. 

 

One of the most fascinating features for me at this particular site is the Dowth

Kerbstone 51, otherwise known as “The Stone of the Seven Suns”. The meaning

behind the collection of circular engravings have been widely pondered upon,

with some suggesting that it is a combined lunar-solar calendar, while others

have acknowledged the possibility that it could be a mapping of the total solar

eclipse. 

 

 
 

 



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 

Dowth has not been as extensively

excavated as the other two tombs

we cover today, and is also not as

freely available to the public –

which is in part to do with

stabilisation issues which could

potentially pose safety hazards.

However, I think that it’s safe to

assume that it holds millennia of

Ireland’s secrets, that we can

merely hope to brush the surface

of in our own lifetimes. 

 
Picture Credit - Anthony Murphy (MysticalIreland.com)

 

Knowth
 

This brings us back to Knowth which, as I have mentioned before, we visited on our

recent explorations of an ghealach. However, as the largest passage grave of the Brú

na Bóinne complex, Knowth has plenty to offer on top of the oldest moon map

known to man (which admittedly is a pretty impressive stand-alone achievement). 

 

The site of Knowth is constructed of one main mound surrounded by at eighteen

smaller ones, which are thought to predate the monument which they encircle. Of the

three passage tombs that we have examined today, Knowth is likely the most

remarkable – featuring more than 400 individually engraved stones, and around a

third of all Western Europe’s megalithic art! 

 



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 

While Newgrange and Dowth have clearly been built in

alignment with the winter solstice, it appears that Knowth

was constructed with a different light in mind, and

appears to associate with the spring and autumn

equinoxes – although not completely. The alignments

could easily have been thrown off by centuries of

different occupations, and the damages and or changes

that occurred during this time – however, some experts

have a fascinating alternative theory.  The further they

dug into the theory of the sun marking the passage of

time, the less it seemed to match up at Knowth, leading

them to the conclusion that time was actually calculated

using lunar months, which would account for

discrepancies. 

 

 

 

 
 

Of course, as with most significant sites of Irish heritage, Knowth comes shrouded in

all of its own legends and mythologies which are said to have unravelled there

throughout the ages – notably as the home of the Goddess Buí and her husband Lugh

(the very same who gives his name to the feast of Lúnasa!).  

 

It is thought that Buí chose Knowth as her final resting place, and is buried

somewhere amidst its mysteries, a legend that it supported by the pair of standing

stones (Buí and Lugh) which survey the land before them from the west entrance to

the main mound. This perceived marital symbol has led many to the conclusion that

together the three main passage tombs of Brú na Bóinne form a sacred three of their

very own: Newgrange with its worship of the rising sun celebrates birth, the setting

sun that lights up Dowth signifies death, and Knowth is the life we share with each

other in between. 

 

If you could have a day to yourself to explore just one of these incredible sites of the

Ancient East’s Heritage, which would you choose? 

 

 

 


